
CSH-3 Seoul City Tour (1 Day)

CorsoMotion Tour

Tour Price & Inclusions

Tour amount: 98,000 won

Included : Tour vehicle, guide, tickets to tourist attractions, lunch

Minimum number of tour participants

Minimum number of departures: 6 people - In case of less than 6 

people, cancellation or additional fee will be charged. 

If there are more than 6 people, the VAN will be changed to a Minibus, 

and if there are between 7-11 participants, an extra fee will be 

charged.
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CORSOMOTION TOUR
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pluskb@gmail.com
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Tour Schedule
Take a bus from Hotel and transfer to Gyeongbok Palace (via Blue 

house).

The morning tour includes attendance at the Gwanghwamun Guard 

Changing of the Guards Ceremony, a tour of Gyeongbokgung Palace, 

the royal residence of the Joseon Dynasty, and a tour of the National 

Folk Museum. If tourists want to experience wearing Korean traditional 

hanbok, it is possible. If a tourist wears a hanbok and takes a picture at 

Gyeongbokgung Palace, Tourists can make a very beautiful picture. 

(optional).

After lunch, Bukchon Hanok Village tour where you can see the 

traditional Korean house, Hanok, Insa-dong tour where you can see a 

variety of traditional Korean arts, crafts and souvenirs, and Myeong-

dong, the center of Seoul where you can find a variety of shopping and 

food. 

At the end of the tour, we will take you to your hotel.

A space where the past and present coexist “Bukchon Hanok Village”

Bukchon was a residential area for the upper class during the Joseon 

Dynasty and did not change much until the 1920s. In the 1930s, 

changes took place as the administrative districts of Seoul were 

expanded and the urban structure was transformed into a modern one.

Housing management companies collectively built small and medium-

sized hanoks in Bukchon, and developed various cultural spaces and 

cafes, restaurants, craft shops, and art workshops renovated hanok

buildings.

There are many alleys in Bukchon, and 8 hot spots have been 

designated by the Seoul Metropolitan Government. This representative 

of Bukchon is one of the attractions that many tourists visit.

Note: This material is for ISASS AP 2023 use only. There may be some changes without prior notice during the actual tour implementation.
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